MG4500
Mini Oil Transfer System
NSN 4930-01-541-2481

Overview
The MG4500 Oil Transfer System is a newly developed technology for use as an alternative to the M3 oil pump currently being used by all branches of the Armed Services. It is more lightweight and compact than the KJ4000. The MG4500 provides .5 GPM of oil flow for ease in filling oil reservoirs, as well as recoil mechanisms, buffers, and replenishers. The MG4500 can provide oil pressure up to 3500 PSI. This design allows oil to flow in either direction whether it is from a pressurized system to the reservoir or to a pressurized system from the reservoir.

Specifications
• An alternative to the M3 oil pump
• Pistol Grip Control
• Increases productivity
• .5 GPM of flow
• Manual hand pump back-up, .25 cubic inches per stroke
• 1 Year Warranty
• 1.25 gallon reservoir
• Quick disconnects on all fittings and hoses if desired
• 15 foot oil transfer hose (standard option)
• Eliminates need for waste oil disposal
• Size 24” long x 17” wide x 14” tall
• Weight 45 lbs. (without oil)
• Integrated relief valve
• Load check
• 24VDC heavy duty cord with NATO plug
• Convenient, compact carrying case included